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Weary Bones, aB-17 Flying Fortress is waiting in a long line of other B-17s for a green
flare to ascend from the control tower.
Earlier, a precise taxiing plan told the pilots of -Weary Bones when to leave its hard
stand, t a circular paved irarking area ) and to foll9w-a particular B-17 onto the

perimeier track, *ni.n encircled the entire airfield. The-the pefmet-er track led to the
iakeoff runway. Every B-17 had to be in the correct order, so that the,assembly of the
more than 600 hundr6d bombers from other bases could be controlled with precision.

Soory Weary Bones joined this ponderous pro_cession that w.as s|gwJV moving
around the perimeter frack. Each B-17 was traveling nose to tail with their uniqle
expander tube brakes squealing loudly. The pilot was briefly transported back five
y"irr, to when, for six months-he woiked as a "prop boy" and tractor trailer driver for
in elephant act, headquartered in Ghent, N.Y. The elephants had -paraded 

nose to tail
and they squealed like B-17 brakes. Here in Bedfordsliir_e,England, there had been days
when hi: wished he was back in the United States shoveling elephant manure.

The combat crews had been awakened long before daylight by an enlisted mary who
tried not disturb the airmen who had been "stood down." ( they had the day off) This
courtesy was rarely effective. Nobody had figured out how to y-uku up gryTPy young
men quietly, in the middle of a cold damp glglph tight Several hours wolf elapse

befor6 these grumpy youngr " old men" would be sitiing_in their Forts."-Other groups
of men haveEeen *oiking"ull night. First, the senior Eighth Air Force officers at High
Wycombe, 28 miles West 6f Londoru had the *91k of planning this missiot.T"y were
charged with the task of destroying the Luftwaffe, Geiman Air Force, in the air and on
the g"round and they were allowed a little less than six month's time to complete the
des#uction. If the Eighth Air Force is successful, the men stormilg the beaches of
Normandy, will notiee any fighter or bomber aircraft with black crosses on their
wings. Tohay the Brass at High Wycombe are_s,ending the combat crews to visit a

fighier aircraft factory at Hal6erstadt. This will be a de.ep penetration, .only]44 t*l:t
fr"om "Big B,"the capiial. The Germans as they see our bombers on their radar will be

angry an? worse fdr the bomber crews, they will-be furious, if .they Jh"\ the target is.
geltih. Luftwaffe Chief Herman Goreing has pledged, that no American bombers will
ever reach Berlin.

At the bomber bases scattered all over East Anglia, The Midlands and Southeast
England, crew chiefs are making sure that the fbur 1200 horsep^ower Wright SV:1gL.

"triin"r 
on each " Fort" will drag the 65,000Ib. load of ten mer; 3 tons of bombs, 2700

gal"s. of high octane gasoline and a full load of 50 caliber alrununition, off the rulyay
Xnd into tfre air. Lat-er, when the two pilots arrive at Weary Bones, they will suddenly
look off in a different direction,so as not to embarrass a gunner who is trying to
smuggle some extra boxes of ammunition on board. Who wants to aim an empty gun
at a Focke Wulf 190 fighter which is attacking head on?



The Crew Chief who has been working all night is the combat crew's best friend on the
ground and his skills and dedication ale essential ingredients for the combat crew's

survival.

The airfield for the 306th Group, has a most welcome safety factor builtinto it. The
airfield was carved out of farrnland which was somewhat higher than the surrounding
terrain. Thus if one of the engines failed on takeoff, it was possible{or a skillful pilot to
follow the descending terrain and thus gain precious airspeed, and have time to sort
things out, and prevent a rather nasty ciash. During World War Two, pilots often
refeired to a crash as "buying the farm," a much older expression derived from a pilgt
making a forced landing on farm land and having to pay for destroyed crops, possibly
at inflated prices.

Now there are 3B-17s in line on the the up wind end of the longest of tlre 3 runways.
The first airplane in line will be flown by Colonel George L. Robinsory the
Commanding Officer of the 306 thBomb Group ( H.) for heavy. Of-the-two airplanes
behind the lelder, soon after take off one will form on the right side of the leader the
other on the left side thus forming a VEE.Today The F17 on the right is called the PFF

Ship (which stands for Pathfindei) because it has airborne Radar which can "see" the
target even if it is obscured by cloud cover.

At1322 hours, about 5 hours and 10 minutes after take off both of these wingman
aircraft will be shot dowry as 30 Focke-Wulfe Fighters attack the 306th Group head on.
This type of attack can be a bit unnerving for boih the Luftwaffe fightef pilots and the
two Arirerican bomber pilots because the aircraft are heading straight for each other at
a closing rate of 900 hundred feet per second. When both aircraft are about 2000 feet
apart, eich of the opponents will start firing at the other. The gunflre will cease after
about 2 seconds, beiause the two aircraft will have passed each other. The Luftwaffe
pilots will either fly straight thru the American's formation or roll their fighter upside
down and dive away.

At 0812 hours Greenwich Mean Time, the green flare arches up from the control tower
and the tension of the long wait is replaced by the more tangible fear that one of the
1200 horsepower engines may fail halfway down the runway
If this happens, even the two heavily booted left feet or right feet of the two pilots on
the rudder pedals might fail to keep 65,000 Lbs of mery metal, gasoline and explosives
on the run*ay. If an engine on the right suddenly fails, the aircraft will rapidly swerve
to the right and strong pressure musfbe quickly applied to the left rudder pedal to 

_

avert a crash. If a left si-de engine fails, strong pressure must be instantly applied to the
right rudder pedal, If the wrong rudder pedal is pressed, the result can be_ quit-e
spectacular. The day's start has been good. All of the heavily loaded bombers have
safely departed English soil, where long ago Roman soldiers once stood.

Today, American crew chiefs, other ground personnel and even a few airmen who had
finislied their missions, stood and watched with the hope that no black smoke would



rise in the distance, signifying a crash.

The "retired airmen"who watched, were the ones that psychologists wondered about.

Were they war lovers who yearned for just one more trip? Winston Churchill was

rnppor"d to have said "theie is no great'er thrill than being shot at and missed." The

.rdw of Weary Bones never yearned for that sort of thrill!

One of the hazards of flying in England, is the lg,w lying 
"l-9"4 layer9 that are so

coilunon during the wiirteimontlis. Although the take- off of the whole group was
without inciden't, the bombers soon enteredlhe lower cloud layer. This became a

problem because now the bombers are in a lolg line, nose to tail and there is 9nl.y a

ipacing of 25 seconds between each aircraft.-Ybu just hope that every one is.flying at
the sarie speed because you can't see each other. Fortunately lhe,re are no midair
collisions or loss of contrbl due to wake turbulence. Soon, ali the bombers climb safely
out of the top of the clouds and into bright sunshine!

The sun is a welcome sight after that tense period of flying in the clo-uds with no
visibitity. But after getting the group into the pr-oper formation and heading East
toward-Germany, anothei hazald plesents itsilf. The sun rising in the East is now an
enemy. The twopilots trying to maintain a close formation-and the gunners Protecting
the b6mber fronienemyiigfiters, are partially blinded by the sun. After the the.target
has been attacked, the 6omber will be heading West and facing into the sun again. Bad
geography, why couldn't England be East of Germany?

When the pilot afLazy Bones was still an aircraft mechanic at Boise, Idaho, he sneaked

into a lecture given by Captain Eddie Rickenbacker, the famous World War One Ace'
The word "snEaked""wasippropriate because the lecture was for the 303rd Bomb
Group flight crews, about ttrieave for England_and not for a mechanic. Captain Eddie
kept imphasizing: "Watch out for the Hun in the sun!" Those wise words kept
returning during-mornings and afternoons on mission days, for the mechanic turned
pilot.

The 306th Bomb Group is scheduled to leave Lowestoft on the English Coast two
hours after take off. The distance from Thurleigh is only 97 miles in a straight line. To
assemble all these bombers, so that each one is in the correct position in relation to the
others, requires maneuvers, that from above resembles a giant ballet. That's why the
mere 97 miles takes 2 hours!
As the Group leaves Lowestoft, they will soon be climbing thru 1-0,000 feet and the
crew must dbn the oxygen masks which will keep them alive at the cruising altitude of
25,000 feet. All ten men in Weary Bones can communicate with each other. Every-ten
minutes or less the Bombardier will use the intercom to check on each crew member to
make sure that he is conscious and still has his oxygen supply. If a crew membe/s
oxygen fails at 25,000 feet, he will probably die within 10 minutes.

When the bombers are far enough out to sea, all13 fifty caliber machine guns will ,
be test fired. The muzzles of the upper turret guns are only about 8 inches above the
pilot's heads, so that altho the pilots-expect the blasts, they tend to jump a bit but the



four inch wide seat belt keeps them from hitting their heads on the the cockpit roof.
When a large group of Luftwaffe fighters are attacking, the blast of the bomber's guns
are more comforting than startling.

The 305th Group reached the enemy coast atlA4hours. Soon the crews will be seeing
black puffs of smoke in the distance. These little black puffsrese*Pl". cumulus clouds
but th'ery are not friendly. They contain many shards of steel which the Germans hope
will kili the approaching Americans. Six of W9ary Bone's crew have good forward
vision and can see whaf the group ahead of them is encountering. Tlt.y also know that
they will be in that same spot shortly. Dgr]ng this interval some o{fhe gamblers
aboard are thinking about odds and ihe flak.This morning the Intelligence officer said:
"Gentlemen, today you won't see much Flak (Flieger abwehr kanonen) and it will just
be a deterrent." thi-s brings raucous boos and rowdy laughter from the bomber crews.
Perhaps, during the next briefing, some pilot willlnvile the intelligence officer to go
.along on the mission to see what a deterrent looks like. By now many of the crews
haveleveloped a wry sense of humor. The crews had great respect-for "Ground
Grippers" who flew when they didn't have to, but the crews thought that they we1e
"Certifiable." translations:"Ground personnel and insane."Andy Rooney, my favorite
curmudgeon flew 5 bomber missions with the 8th Air Force when he was a reporter
for the Army newspaper, The Stars and Stripes.

The term enemy coast is somewhat misleading, yes the landis occupied by theNazis
but the group has just passed 20 miles northwest of Amsterdam, Netherlands. The
flight cr6ws know'thatlf they have to bail out or crash land, they will have a chance to
be picked up by friendly people.

The German border is only 105 air miles from Amsterdam. According to the
navigator, Weary Bones hds a groundspeed over the earth of 230 miles p_er hour and
that includes 10'miles per houiof help from the wind so the word is that W9ury Bones
will reach the true German border in26 minutes. This brings a bit of a twitch to the
men in Weary Bones, but they already could have been shot at by Luftwaffe flak and
or fighters based in the Neth6rlands. When the 26 minutes are up, theland below will
suddenly seem darker,more forbidding and dangerous to the crew. They know this-is
mostly fsychological but the same thoughts arrived, when on other missions they flew
from bv-ef France into German airspace. After getting a good visual check of when
Weary Bones crossed the true border between Germany and the Netherlands, the
navigator told the crew that his ETA (estimated time of arrival) for the target was-
11:53-. . The German border is only 105 air miles from Amsterdam. According to the 

_

navigator, Weary Bones has a groundspeed over the earth of 230 miles per hour and
that includes 10 miles per hour of help from the wind so the word is that Wguty Bones
will reach the true German border in26 minutes. This brings a bit of a twitch to the
men in Weary Bones, but they already could have been shot at by Luftwaffe flak and
or fighters based in the Netherlands. When the 26 minutes are up, theland below will
suddenly seem darker,more forbidding and dangerous to the crew. They knory this-is
mostly fsychological but the same thoughts arrived, when on other missions they flew
from bvef France into German airspace. After getting a good visual check of when
Weary Bones crossed the true border between Germany and the Netherlands, the
navigator told the crew that his ETA (estimated time of arrival) for the target was
11:5i. The rest of the crew was interested in this news because the run in was for god



and country, the way home was for the crew. There was no enemy oppposition on the
way to the target from either flak or fighter aircraft.The bomb run lasted 60 seconds,
duiing whichiime the lead airplar," *Xr being flown by an autopilot which was
conneited to the bombsight. With this systemthe bombardier was actually controlling
the bomber with the bombsight. The automatic system failed to release the bombs, so
the bombardier had to salvo the bombs with his manual switch, with the result that the
bombs landed beyond the target. The rest of the group saw what had occurred, made
a correction and iegistered goia strikes.

Six minutes later, at 12:00 hours the group was attacked by twin engine fighters. One
fighter circled around the group and-attaiked within 200 yards. these attacks lasted for
lIlZhours, none of the group's B-17s were shot down. During this period our crews
saw a lone B-17 from anothef group, fight the twins for half an hour. The crew finally
started bailing out, seven or eight parachutes were seen. The pilot of another ship
stayed at his post while all the crew bailed out except the tail gunner, who stuck to his
guirs fighting off the attacks. Neither pilot or gunner made an attempt to bail out, tail
guns were still firing until the ship exploded.

At1322 hours with 19 planes in the 305th group lead, 30 to 35 Focke Wulfe 190
fighters attacked from 1030 to 0130 high (this describes the direction of the attack as
one reads the clock, 12 is from the front, 6 is from the rear.) They came in three or four
at a time in successive waves, not rolling over or breaking away, but continuing right
over the top and sometimes thru the formation. One F.W.190 went between the lead
ship and the right wing ship,tilting his wings to avoid a collision. The attacks continued
until1330,when the group leader found a thin area of clouds and led the formation into
ahaze layer to escap-e. Tliere were L9 aircraft in the formation when the attack started
and only 11 remained 8 minutes later. The pathfinder ship had the tail shot off in the
first wave of attacks. Eight parachutes were seen from this ship. The left wingman of
the leader was also shot down and Colonel Robinson's aircraft had an engine shot out
on one side and the wing tip shot off on the other side.

During these attacks the nose section of Weary Bones was struck by shell fire, the
impact of which was felt by the two pilots. Almost immediately the bombardier called
on the intercom: " The navigator has been hit!" The only crew member close enough
to render aid was the bombardier who was just inches away, so the pilot asked the

bombardier to give what aid he could to his wounded comrade. The navigator had
suffered a massive head wound which must have killed him instantly.These words are
being written during the year 2000 and the horror of those few seconds during the
afternoon of ]anuary 11,I944still remain to haunt the surviving crew members of
Weary Bones.

Much later, the men of the 306th learned why the enemy attack was so devastating.
Many of the huge stream of bombers and their escorting fighters were recalled
because of rapidly deteriorating weather in England so that the Luftwaffe was able to
concentrate their forces on a far smaller number of bombers and their escorting
fighters. By the time the surviving bombers reached England many of the bases,
including Thurleigh were closed due to heavy fog The 306th pilots made landings



anywhere they could find an open airfield. They were so scattered and the weather
remained so poor, that it took three days to get most of the planes back home. Several
had to repaired before they could be flown and some had to bescrapped.
The crew of Weary Bones hnd the crews of seven other B-17s of the 306th managed to
find another bomber base at Hethel, England near the coast and land there just before
darkness fell and the fog closed in. Before landing, the Weary Bones crew fired double
red flares to signify wounded aboard so that Weary Bones would be met by ttte_

medics. As a cold damp wind blew in from the North Se4 the medics lowered the
body of 1st Lt. Charles L. Stevensory Navigator out of the nose hatch of Weary
Bonbs.The nine tired crewmen watched and silently wept.

Who were these men standing next to their shell holed bomber? Where did they come
from? What brought them to England and the 306th Bomb Group? Did some,things
occurring during their formative years, influence their decisions that evenfually
brought them here to this cold, windswept air field in England?

Their names reveal little information nor do their home states:

Charles W. Smith Lt. Pilot, New York
Merle P. Brown Lt. Copilot Ohio
Charles L. Stevenson Lt. Navigator, New jersey
Burton C. Gustafson Lt. Bombardier, State Unknown *

Sgt. Carl Heuser, Engineer & upper furret gunner,Brooklyn, N.Y.
Victor R. Marcotte Sgt. Radio Operator, Michigan
Raymond I. Kristoff Sgt. Ball turret gunner, State Unk. *

R.B. Trumble Sgt. Tail gunner, State Unk.
Donald S. Courson Sgt. Left Waist gunner/ Mississippi
Howard C. Granger Sgt. Right Waist gunner, Kansas
Burton C. Gustafson Lt. Bombardier replaced Lt. Herman F.
Allen, Washington State who was grounded with ruptured ear
drums. Sgt.Kristoff replaced our regular Bal I turret gunner
Sgt.Thomas Stillson who was also grounded with a severe cold.
flying with a severe cold usually caused ruptured ear drums.

The crew of weary Bones never saw the two replacement airmen again but Group
records indicate that Lt. Gustafson was shot down on May 24,19M-on a mission tb
Berlin and was made a POW. The last information that the author has, was that Lt.
Gustafson was living in Connecticut in 1996but he has been unable to contact him.
Sgt.Kristoff was also listed as living in Connecticut in1996 but again no contact could be
made.

The january 11,1944 mission to Halberstadt, Germany was the date of the 306th's
100th's misiiory there was no celebration that evening at Thurleigh.

Note: The actual air battle was directly taken from a dedassified
intelligence report dated 13 january,1944

Weary Bones had suffered serious damage from both flak and fighter gunfire. On



Septembet 17,19M Weary Bones was declared salvage after b""i"S involvedin a- taxiing
aciident . Weary Bone's life at the 306th Bomb Group gpanned 9 months and 5 {u.yt..
Weary Bones and her crew were members of the 368th Bgmb.squadron, one of the 4
squadrons that formed the 306th Group. During,the squadron's stay in England!1942-
tg+S the squadron was issued 838-17s.45 were lost either by enemy action, midair
collisions, mechanical failures or other causes by the time the war was over in Europe.

How did these young airmen deal with their thoughts about possibly dy-ttg in a fiery
takeoff crash? (they f,ad seen one happen.) What were their thougtrtg lvt-ten they slw
the group ahead oi them being surro-unded by ugly black clouds of flak knowing that
soon they will be in that exact same position?

Some of the crew members were quite religious,Donald Courson our left waist
gunner wrote me these words recently:"I think w9 we,re all praying men and
Cod kept us safe with good training and people behind us who were united in a
common cause".

Howard Granger also practiced his religion and I believe it gave him hope and-solace.
During a recent teleplione call from Merle P. Brown I asked him how he cop-ed with
the feai of dying in aerial combat. He replied: "I was never afraid." He 9ay have been
right, but I had-known fear! One night I had gone t9 a movie in the smail:i9 of-
BJdford. After the movie, I took a taxi for the 7 mile trip back to the 306th Bomb
Group atThurleigh. The night was unusually clear and with a bright moon. The farm
fields and cottages looked sb beautiful and peaceful in the moonlight. Suddenly a
thought entered my consciousness: "This might be the last time that I would see a

night such as this". With this weather, there would probably be a predawn wake up-
cal-l for me and that tomorrow, sometime, somewhere over Germany, I might buy the
farm. Once I brought the four 1200 horsepower engines to full power for take-off the
next morning all fear vanished, there was work to be done and little time to think
about dying.

The pilots had a far easier time than the rest of the crew-where fear w_as concerned
because they were completely occupied with the work load in the cockpit. Their
attention was also required outside the bomber in trying to keep a good formation
and spotting German fighters approaching head on.
save our lives.

When this crew arrived from the replacement crew center north of London in mid
November,1943 they were met by Major John Regary the 368th Squadron
Commander. He apparently gave every greery new crew a pep talk. I was a brand
new 27 year old zidtt., Major Regan *as a 23year old, highly seasoned combat pilot.
In my ignorance, I wondered who is this fellow? He sounds like a high school
baskltb-dl coach. A few sentences later he uttered some words that I believe helped to
save the lives of this bomber crew. Major Regan: "Imagine you are Luftwaffe Me 109
fighter pilot." " You are flying several-thousind feet a6ove the bomber formations and
you are looking around to see who you want to shoot down." " would you attack a
iigfrtly packed Tormation or would you attack a group of airplanes more or less going



in the same direction and which were strung out all over the sky'? That was the easiest
question anyone had ever asked two pilots. Lts. Brown and Smith did not fly as close to
the leader ai the Navy's Blue Angels io. but they did snuggle up close. Thanks to the
good Majofs pep talt<, they only pickea up 3 machine gun bullet holes dqliry all their_
irissions. Please don't askhow many holes were made by flak. German fla\ gunners 5

miles below you, can't be choosy, thby just hopethat their 88 millimeter shell will
destroy som6 bomber, any bomber. Ev-en if the fragments of fine Swedish steel missed
you, t6e black cloud that dirtied up the blue sky tended to make the bombels crew a
bit nervous.

Untit I leave this scene, I will be forever grateful to the nine wonderful, trusting young
men who willingly climbed aboard that 61000 pound machine and allowed me to be
their driver. I didn't even mind it when they called me: "Pappyi'infact I rather liked it!

There were enough tragic events occurring during the war years to bring back many
sad memories. ATew funny scenes did help to relieve the bad ones. On one mission we
had a replacement crew mbmber who had us all lagghing be{o19 n1e left English soil
and heaied East. Gregory Peck, in the movie Twelve O'Clock High used to enter the
B-17 Flying Fortress tFrough the nose hatch, It was a very,spectacular -way to enter the
bombei and I've wondere-d whether it was Peck or a double who made the entry. I
entered our "kite" in a more dignified manner for two reasons. The right rear entrance
was near the tail and allowed me to greet most of the crew the crew members as I
worked my way forward to the drivei's seat. Also, I was gnly 5 feet7 and acrobatics
were not my cup of tea, neither were rah, rah pep talks. These_ young gunners were
trained in gunniry school, and now they had anincentive to shoo,t straight, they-would
be riding in this aiuminum tube. We each just had to trust each other to do their best.

As I worked my way forward I greeted the tail gunner, the left waist gunnpfi- the right
waist gunner, the bdll turret gunner, ( he was even smaller than I was,) and_if you-ever
saw a-ball turret, you would-know why. Then there was the "static Chaser" or radio
operator in his litlle room. Next, there was the bombay which which besides the
bbmbs, had a six inch wide catwalk which led to the cockpit where Lt. Merle P. Brown
and I hung out. As I started up the catwalk, my way was partially blocked by three
large rocG ( they were roughly about 14 inches in all directions) resting on the catwalk.
I turned to one 5f waist gunners and said," Where the hell did these come from"? He
pointed to the radio opeiator and he motioned for me to come closer. He quietly said,
;' I understand that he tries to put rocks on board every trip he makes. When the
bombs are all gone and before the doors close, if he sees something he likes, he kicks
HIS Bombs ouf'. So Pappy, that's what they called me to my face anyway, ius!
carefully climbed over the Three "Bombs," sat in my seat and started the " before take
off check list". The reader can do his own fantasizing. Mine is that a German looks up
and shouts,"Hurrah we've won, the Allies are all out of bombs", The down side is that
he gets hit on the head and takes off for Valhalla.

..I will try to tell you a little bit about these crazy young fellows. There used to be an



old Army Air Corps saying: " You don't have to be crary to fly combat airplanes, but it
sure helps."And that is what is what I want to write about, Our Crew.

Charles W. Smith


